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This day is important for Dirty Dingus Mcgee, the Premiere Internet Privacy Advocate for 2013, as it 
marks the time when information hosted by him will be safe, protected and free from the curse of 
Internet censorship that runs rampant across the Internet today.
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Too many times since 2004, has Dirty Dingus Mcgee lost excellent content concerning various 
businesses being promoted due to the lack of respect and consideration of third party site owners like 
the infamous and unscrupulous Proboards.com. The blatant stripping of good content without prior 
notice so that said content may be saved, has led Mcgee on an all out crusade to first write about the 
importance of Internet privacy in the world today, and also to address the real issues of Internet censors
condemning good author’s work without even the thought of what or how that they do it.

Says Mcgee, “Over the years I have produced more content, original content, keyword specific content 
on a wide variety of topics than most people could even imagine. My job as search engine optimizer 
led me on an incredible journey that showed me how to unlock the power of the Internet, and use it to 
legitimately promote with good content. Never once in that career have I ever spammed, condemned, 
criticized or complained about situations, and strove only to provide my readers with excellent 
information. I have had my content stripped away for the last time, and will do all from this point 
forward on my own hosting and server. Soon, many new and exciting systems will be locked firmly 
into place, and my job of promoting Internet privacy and security will continue.”

Internet censors, those who moderate forums, blogs, video services and more, all work from their 
personal opinions on how content should be arranged on the Internet. According to Mcgee, “most often 
these little Internet policemen with badges have no real idea about what they are doing, and certainly 
have no business at all censoring others information.” Hence, the forming of a powerful arsenal of sites
all designed to offer readers good information, ideas, suggestions and products, will soon be seen 
across the Internet.”

Unique, thought provoking and of course, all original content will be found on this site, as well as the 
numerous others owned and maintained by Dirty Dingus Mcgee.
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